
IRONING
5REASONS

TO love5
reasons to love ironing

OR
You Are 
What  
You Wear



Well pressed = well dressed 
A well-ironed shirt means you care about the details. 
Details make a difference. The details get you noticed. 
With the best tools available, you take pride in doing 
things yourself – like preparing a memorable meal or 
creating the perfect garden. Ironing your own clothes 
shows that same pride. Remember, how you wear your 
clothes is just as important as what you wear.
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Well, maybe not feelings, but they’ll definitely let you 
know when they’ve been mistreated. 

Sending your cherished clothes to most dry-cleaners 
often gives you average results: shine, shrunken collars 
and broken buttons. Doing it yourself at home with the 
new style, pressurized steam irons and specialty ironing 
tables will give you professional quality results. 

Whether it’s your favourite gingham shirt or that custom 
silk blouse from a trip abroad, your clothes will look 
better and last longer, without the added cost.

Clothes have feelings too
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Laundering and ironing clothes at home won’t save the 
planet but it will reduce the use of energy and expo-
sure to harmful chemicals like Perclorethylene – the 
traditional agent used in dry cleaning, now banned  
in many areas.

Most of your clothes can be laundered at home with 
excellent results using an energy-efficient front-load 
washing machine, then finished with a pressurized 
steam iron and vacuum/blowing ironing table.

For garments that must be ‘dry’ cleaned, we recom-
mend one of the new ‘wet’ cleaning processes that use 
100% water instead of chemicals like “Perc.” It costs 
a bit more, but aren’t your family and the environment 
worth it?

Save money. Save energy. And help save the planet.

Save save save
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The kids are asleep. Your home phone, cell phone and 
hand-held devices are turned off: Peace and quiet. You 
may not want to talk to anyone else today, but you do 
want to get something done in this perfect state of calm. 

Enter ironing. Many people swear by its meditative  
qualities: the repetitive movement of the iron; the hiss  
of steam; the disappearance of wrinkles – one by one.

If that’s too quiet, listen to some great music while you 
treat your clothes to a steam – generated by a premium 
Reliable™ iron – or turn on the TV for company. Before 
you know it, a pile of wrinkled laundry turns into a crisp, 
clean wardrobe for the week ahead. 

And you… are as refreshed as your clothes.

Zen & the art of ironing
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For years the world has been graced with high fashion 
from the houses of Armani, Versace and Chanel. With 
high fashion came a need for systems to care for these 
exceptional clothes, so it comes as no surprise that 
Europeans invented ironing. 

High fashion aside, these world-renown fashionistas 
embrace quality and style in their everyday tools, so 
naturally there is no substitute for the sleek, efficient, 
European-designed Reliable™ home ironing systems. 

Reliable™ products are designed with the same care 
and attention to detail as a fine wine, a delicate pain 
au chocolat or a sleek, well-tuned car.

Reliable™ brand products are now available at select 
North American retailers. 

Designer wardrobe not required.

5
A Little Bit of Europe in the 
Palm of your Hand



It all begins with the iron.

Like so many things in life, the finished product is a direct result 
of the tools used to get the job done. Ironing is no different. Your 
experience will change dramatically when you choose the best 
tools for the job. For starters, we suggest an iron that produces 
steam like the ones used by the pros. 

Why is steam so important? 

Steam is what most garment factories and dry cleaners use to 
finish garments, so it’s nothing new to the fabric-care world. 
However, in countries like Italy, France, Germany and Spain, irons 
that produce an abundance of steam – like ones with a steam 
generator – are common household items. 

With a steam generator, large and dense volumes of steam are 
released in much greater quantities than with conventional irons 
where it’s likely necessary to pre-spray your fabric in order to 
soften the fibers. In some cases it’s even recommended to throw 
your clothes or linens into the dryer with a wet towel in order to 
“hydrate” the fabric. 

With an increased quantity of steam, time-consuming tricks are  
no longer necessary. The power of an iron with a steam generator 
puts enough moisture into the fabric so that it can be profession-
ally finished.

How does steam affect clothing fibres? 

Steam does the hard work for you. In the past, it was assumed  
that a heavy iron was best for finishing clothes; it wasn’t uncom-
mon to see irons as heavy as bowling balls! With a high velocity  
of steam, moisture enters the fabric in a large quantity and effec-
tively softens the fibers. When fibers are soft, they can be laid 
down flat by the plate on the iron.

Ironing 101 Do I really need an iron with high steam output? 

The truth is that you don’t need to have a high volume of steam  
to iron but you do need it if you want to save time and have a 
professional finish. 

By getting more steam into fabric at a faster rate, it can reduce  
ironing time by as much as 50%. With the fabric properly hydrated, 
it’s easily shaped, wrinkles quickly flatten out and the whole 
process can be completed in a fraction of the time than if a con-
ventional iron were used. 

Is that it? 

Now we have this beautifully hydrated and shaped fabric, lovingly 
treated by our iron with a velocity of steam, and you may be asking 
yourself, “Is that it?” Well, yes and no. There is the matter of an 
ironing table.

There’s ironing tables.

You can use your creaky, tipsy ironing table, but why settle for 
wobble when you can use a sturdy, well-balanced RELIABLE™ 
table? Not only is this a safer choice, but the large work surface 
puts more material in front of you, shortening your ironing time. 
Like all RELIABLE™ products, our standard ironing tables are built 
to last; the galvanized working surface is coated with an anti- 
rust treatment and covered with a mesh screen to ensure maximum 
passage of steam. The best quality irons deserve the best tables.

And then there’s vacuum + blowing tables.

If you really want professional results at home, we would like 
to introduce you to the iron’s best friend and accomplice – the 
vacuum + blowing table. 

What does it do? 

Remember all that fantastic steam we lovingly put into the fabric? 
Well guess what: to get true professional results, we need to get 
all that steam out. That’s where the vacuum part comes in. For 



a sharp, crisp finish you expect from the pros, the trick is to dry 
the fabric as a last step. A vacuum motor is literally built right into 
the ironing table so you can steam with the iron and dry with the 
vacuum at the same time; for lighter materials, you can steam first 
and then vacuum.

You think we’re kidding? 

Nope. This is how the professionals do it. In fact, getting the steam 
out of the fabric is so important, that before the age of vacuum 
tables, professional ironers used to take a piece of wood and literally 
whack the steam out of the fabric. As for the blowing part, some  
fabric, like corduroy and velvet – literally anything with a nap – doesn’t 
respond well when pressed hard, so by floating the fabric on a layer  
of air, we can steam out the wrinkles without harming the nap. 

Think that’s impressive? Well it gets better. Parts of garments benefit 
by being pressed out on a cushion of air; the area around a pant 
pocket is one great example. How many pants have you seen ruined 
by the mark of the lining showing on the outside of the pant? Have 
you ever seen a lining on a suit jacket that looks like the pocket flap 
from the other side is permanently imbedded into it? Not smooth. 
Literally. That’s because it wasn’t pressed out on a table equipped 
with blowing. Did you know that all good suit makers press the linings 
of jackets with specially shaped blowing tables? They wouldn’t be 
without this essential tool. 

What’s all this really going to do for me? 

That’s a good question, and it really depends on how much ironing 
you do. 

For some, a conventional iron is all they need for their wardrobe and 
lifestyle. For those whose mantra is “Buy well once,” and have made 
an investment in their clothes, the best approach is gentle home 
washing with a front load washing machine, then finishing with a 
quality steam iron and vacuum + blowing table. 

Treat your clothes with the same care that went into selecting them 
by protecting your investment with a RELIABLE™ home ironing sys-
tem. It will reward you with speedy ironing, clothes that last longer, 
and clothes that look and feel great!

Digital Velocity V95

• Compact Vapor Generator
• LCD Digital Display
• Powerful, 30 g/min continuous maximum steam 
• Auto shut-off feature 
• 1500w max power 
• 300ml / 1.27 cup water capacity 
• 4lb weight 
• Renewable anti-scale system 
• 360˚ swivel cord

Home Ironing System J410

• Low water light indicator – auto shut off for boiler only 
• Regular tap water 
• 50 p.s.i. operating pressure = DRY STEAM 
• 2.7lb ergonomic steam iron 
• 5.5' iron hose & cord length 
• 8' electrical cord

Home Vacuum & Up-Air Pressing Table C81

• Powerful vacuum & up-air motor 
• Built-in heating element 
• Large pressing surface 
• Useable from either side of the table
• Folds up quickly and easily 
• Quick-Dry textured polyester pad and cover set

Home Ironing Table C55

• Large 18.9" x 47.25" working surface 
• Extra heavy-duty construction 
• Chrome plated and treated 
• Height adjustable – 27.5" – 38" 
• High performance cotton ironing board cover 
• End tray supports an iron or an iron steam generator
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